Injectable porous microspheres form highly porous scaffolds after injection
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Injectable and porous PLGA microspheres that form highly porous scaffolds at body temperature
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A B S T R A C T

Injectable scaffolds are of interest in the field of regenerative medicine because of their minimally invasive mode of delivery. For tissue repair applications, it is essential that such scaffolds have the mechanical properties, porosity and pore diameter to support the formation of new tissue. In the current study, porous poly(ε-lactic acid-co-glycolic acid) (PLGA) microspheres were fabricated with an average size of 84 ± 24 µm for use as injectable cell carriers. Treatment with ethanolic sodium hydroxide for 2 min was observed to increase surface porosity without causing the microsphere structure to disintegrate. This surface treatment also enabled the microspheres to fuse together at 37 °C to form scaffold structures. The average compressive strength of the scaffolds after 24 h at 37 °C was 0.9 ± 0.1 MPa, and the average Young’s modulus was 9.4 ± 1.2 MPa. Scaffold porosity levels were 81.6% on average, with a mean pore diameter of 54 ± 38 µm. This study demonstrates a method for fabricating porous PLGA microspheres that form solid porous scaffolds at body temperature, creating an injectable system capable of supporting NIH-3T3 cell attachment and proliferation in vitro.

1. Introduction

The use of polymer scaffolds to deliver cells for regenerative medicine applications can potentially overcome poor cell engraftment and improve cell survival [1]. In particular, injectable scaffolds show promise for this application, as cells can be mixed homogeneously with the scaffold formulation prior to injection. The ability to deliver injectable scaffolds in a minimally invasive manner to a cavity of any size or shape renders them especially attractive for clinical use in tissue repair. A number of synthetic polymers have been investigated for this application to date, including the biodegradable polymer poly(ε-lactic acid-co-glycolic acid) (PLGA). PLGA is frequently used in regenerative medicine applications, as the degradation rate of the polymer can be controlled and it has FDA approval for certain clinical applications [2,3]. PLGA-based scaffold systems have been reported extensively to support cell attachment and proliferation, deliver growth factors in a controlled manner, and support bone regeneration in vivo [4–8].

In order to maintain, induce and restore biological functions, scaffolds for tissue repair require suitable physical properties. Ideally, the scaffold should be strong enough to retain its structure without exhibiting stiffness that may affect the surrounding tissue [2]. The microstructural properties of the scaffold also play a vital role in successful tissue repair, as porosity levels and pore diameter influence cell attachment, proliferation and migration in addition to nutrient delivery and waste removal [9,10]. Studies have indicated that scaffolds should possess multi-scale porosity involving both micro-porosity and macro-porosity, with pore diameters ranging from <20 µm to >100 µm [9]. The versatility of chemically synthesized polymers such as PLGA is an advantage in this respect, as it enables the fabrication of scaffolds with different porosities and mechanical properties. However, a delicate balance is required in terms of these properties, as increasing the porosity of a scaffold causes a subsequent decrease in mechanical properties such as compressive strength. Attaining suitable porosity and strength in an injectable formulation is therefore a considerable challenge.

One type of injectable scaffold for tissue engineering applications involves the use of discreet polymer microspheres. Microspheres can be fabricated using a variety of different biodegradable polymers such as chitosan, gelatin and PLGA, and...
their use for delivery of cells and growth factors for repair of
tissues such as bone, skin and brain has been reported [11–15].
Building on this strategy, microspheres with surface porosity have
started to attract interest in the regenerative medicine field. Cell
viability, proliferation and differentiation have been shown to be
enhanced with porous microsphere systems in comparison with
non-porous microspheres [16,17]. This is most likely due to the
poles facilitating improved diffusion of nutrients and oxygen. A
number of studies have been reported on the fabrication of porous
microspheres using various natural and synthetic polymers, in
addition to inorganic materials such as tricalcium phosphate
[16,18–20]. Techniques employed to induce porosity during
microsphere fabrication include salt-leaching or using a porogen
such as gelatin [19,20]. Although such porous microspheres are
injectable and provide micro-porosity, they are unable to fuse
together at body temperature and therefore remain as discrete
microspheres in vivo. This is a drawback for their use in regenera-
tion of certain tissues such as bone, as they lack the required
porosity profile and mechanical properties to support tissue repair.

The current study describes the development of an injectable,
porous PLGA scaffold that solidifies in situ at 37 °C. A procedure
for fabricating hollow, porous PLGA microspheres is described,
where the microspheres were treated with ethanolic sodium
hydroxide (EtOH–NaOH) to increase the surface porosity. The
EtOH–NaOH treatment enables the microspheres to fuse together
at 37 °C into solid scaffolds. The scaffold mechanical properties,
porosity and ability to support cell attachment and proliferation
were characterized in vitro in order to determine their suitability
for use in tissue repair applications.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Fabrication of porous microspheres

Porous PLGA microspheres were produced by the double
emulsion method from 20% (w/v) PDLGA 50:50 (52 kDa, Evonik
Industries, USA) in dichloromethane (DCM, Fisher, UK). One gram
of PLGA was dissolved in 5 ml DCM for each batch of microspheres.
For the primary emulsion, 250 µl of the porogen (phosphate buf-
tered saline (PBS); Gibco, UK) was added to the PLGA/DCM, and
the PLGA/DCM/PBS was homogenized at 9000 rpm for 2 min using
a Silverson L5M homogenizer. The primary water in oil (w/o)
emulsion was then homogenized in 0.3% polyvinyl alcohol (PVA;
Sigma-Aldrich, UK) at 3000 rpm and the resultant water-in-
oil-in-water (w/o/w) double emulsion was left stirring
overnight to allow DCM evaporation. The hardened microspheres
were then harvested via distilled water (DW) washing and
centrifugation.

2.2. NaOH treatment of porous microspheres

Porous PLGA microspheres were treated with ethanolic sodium
hydroxide with 30% 0.25 M NaOH (Sigma-Aldrich):70% absolute
ehtanol (EtOH; Fisher, UK) [12]. This method was chosen because
ehtanol is a water-miscible solvent that partially dissolves PLGA
and NaOH improves polyester surface wettability by promoting
carboxylic acid exposure on the polymer surface, making it more
hydrophilic [21,22]. One gram of microspheres was suspended in
10 ml of EtOH–NaOH solution with agitation on a plate rocker for
2 min, 3.5 min or 5 min, then poured onto a 50-µm sieve and
rinsed with DW before transferring to a 50-ml centrifuge tube
and centrifuged at 1400 rpm for 1 min. This wash and centrifuga-
tion step with DW was repeated prior to drying in a freeze-drier
(Modulyo, Thermo Electron Corporation, UK) for 24 h.

2.3. Scanning electron microscopy

Microspheres were mounted on aluminium stubs (Agar Scien-
tific, UK) and gold-coated using a Balzers SCD030 gold sputter
coater (Balzers Union Ltd., Lichtenstein) with an argon rate of
30 mA for 3 min. The structural morphology of the microspheres
was examined by scanning electron microscopy (SEM), using a
JEOL 6060L imaging system (JEOL Ltd., Hertfordshire, UK) at 10 kV.

2.4. Microsphere size analysis

The mean microsphere diameter and size distribution were
investigated using a Coulter LS230 particle size analyser (Beckman,
UK). The microsphere size distribution was then determined as a
function of the microsphere diffraction and plotted as a function
of volume percentage.

2.5. Microsphere pore diameter analysis

The microsphere pore diameter was measured using Image J
software. One hundred pore diameters were measured per image
from three separate SEM images from three different batches of
microspheres before and after treatment with EtOH–NaOH for
2 min.

2.6. Scaffold formation

Triplicate scaffolds were prepared in PTFE moulds producing
cylindrical scaffolds 6 mm in diameter and 12 mm high. Micro-
spheres were mixed manually with Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle’s
Medium (DMEM; Gibco UK) using a spatula at a ratio of 1:1 (micro-
spheres to DMEM). The resulting paste was packed into the holes
of the mould, and the mould was transferred to a sealed humidified
chamber containing DMEM at 37 °C. For mechanical testing
experiments, moulds were transferred to a sealed humidified
chamber containing DMEM at 37 °C, 40 °C and 50 °C for 24 h. After
24 h, all scaffolds were removed from the moulds. Scaffolds for
micro-computed tomography (µCT) and SEM assessment were
freeze-dried for 24 h and refrigerated until use.

2.7. Mechanical testing

The compressive strength of the scaffolds fabricated using sin-
tered microspheres was tested using a TA.HD+ texture analyser
(Stable Microsystems, UK) following the ASTM standard D-1621.
Scaffolds were tested with the Peltier unit heated to 37 °C and a
scaffold contact area of 28.3 mm². A 50-kg load cell was used for
compression testing. The test speed was set at 0.04 mm s⁻¹. The
mechanical testing was performed on triplicate scaffolds sintered
at 37 °C for 6 h and 24 h at 37 °C, 40 °C and 50 °C. A fracture point
was not observed during compression of the scaffolds, therefore
the compressive strength was measured at 20% strain to compare
the strength after incubating at different temperatures. The
stress–strain curve generated during compression analysis was
used to calculate the Young's modulus (elastic modulus) as a mea-
sure of the stiffness of the scaffolds. The elastic modulus was calcu-
lated by determining the slope of the stress–strain curve along the
elastic portion of deformation.

2.8. µCT

µCT was performed on dry scaffolds in air on a µCT 40 (Scanco
Medical, Brütisellen, Switzerland). Scans were performed at an
energy level of 45 kVp, an intensity of 177 µA, integration time of
200 ms and a frame averaging of 4, with a nominal resolution of
6 µm. The reconstructed files were Gaussian filtered applying a
filter support of 1 voxel and filter width of sigma = 0.8. A volume of interest of 400 voxels (2.4 mm) in diameter and 500 voxels (3.0 mm) high was chosen for the evaluation. Resulting greyscale images were thresholded at a global threshold of 3.3% of the maximal grey value. Objects smaller than 40 voxels were removed using component labelling and neglected for further evaluation. The resulting three-dimensional (3-D) volumes were evaluated as described previously for scaffold porosity, pore diameter distribution and average pore diameter [23,24].

2.9. Mouse 3T3 fibroblast cell culture

NIH-3T3 fibroblast cells were cultured in DMEM medium (Gibco, UK) supplemented with 10% foetal calf serum, 1% antibiotic/antimycotic solution, 1% l-glutamine (2 mM) and 1% non-essential amino acids (Sigma-Aldrich, UK). RFP-NIH-3T3 cells were previously genetically labelled with red fluorescent protein as described by Dixon and colleagues [25]. RFP-NIH-3T3 cells were cultured in the same media as NIH-3T3. All cells were maintained in a humidified tissue-culture incubator at 37 °C and with 5% CO₂.

2.10. Cell seeding on scaffolds

For scaffolds fabricated in the presence of cells, microspheres were mixed manually with DMEM (Gibco UK) containing 2 × 10⁵ NIH-3T3 fibroblasts using a spatula at a ratio of 1:1 (microspheres to DMEM). The resulting paste was packed into the holes of the mould, and the mould was transferred to a sealed humidified chamber containing DMEM at 37 °C. After 24 h at 37 °C, all scaffolds were removed from the moulds, transferred into 12-well cell culture plates with fresh medium (1 ml per well) and incubated at 37 °C.

2.11. Cell viability assay

The PrestoBlue cell viability assay (Invitrogen Life Sciences, UK) was performed on day 3, 6 and 9 post-seeding on four scaffolds per time point. Each scaffold was submerged in 1 ml of media, and 111 μl of PrestoBlue was added to each well. The scaffolds were then incubated at 37 °C for 25 min. Three 100-μl media samples were taken from each well and were read on a Tecan plate reader with the excitation wavelength set to 535 nm and the emission wavelength set at 565 nm.

2.12. Toluidine blue staining

Toluidine blue (Sigma-Aldrich, UK) staining was performed on day 7 post-seeding on triplicate scaffolds. Each scaffold was washed twice with DW and fixed in formalin solution (Sigma-Aldrich, UK) for 5 min at room temperature. Each scaffold was then washed twice in DW, and 1% toluidine blue was added to each well for 5 min at room temperature. Finally, the scaffolds were washed five times in DW and visualized under a light microscope.

2.13. Statistical analysis

Statistical analysis was performed using GraphPad Prism (Version 3) analysis software. Differences among groups were determined by ANOVA Tukey–Kramer Multiple Comparisons Test and were considered to be significantly different if p < 0.05.

3. Results

3.1. Fabrication of porous PLGA microspheres

PLGA microspheres were fabricated using a double emulsion process as described in Section 2.1 (Fig. 1A). Microspheres with surface porosity were generated using PBS in the internal aqueous phase during the fabrication process, as shown in Fig. 1B. Pore diameters were enlarged through treatment with EtOH–NaOH, as described in Section 2.2, which degraded the surface layer of the PLGA microspheres (Fig. 1C–E). Different lengths of time of surface treatment with EtOH–NaOH were assessed (2 min, 3.5 min and 5 min). Increased porosity compared with non-treated microspheres was observed in the SEM images. However, treating the microspheres for 3.5 or 5 min resulted in signs of structural damage to the microspheres such as cracks on the surface and disintegration of the microspheres (Fig. 1D, E). Microsphere diameter was measured as described in Section 2.4, using triplicate batches of non-treated microspheres and microspheres treated with EtOH–NaOH for 2, 3.5 and 5 min. The microsphere size distribution was similar for each batch of microspheres regardless of treatment time (Fig. 2). The average diameter of non-treated microspheres was 81 ± 26 μm, and the average diameter of treated porous microspheres was 84 ± 24 μm, 81 ± 24 μm and 82 ± 24 μm for 2, 3.5 and 5 min treatment, respectively (Fig. 2). In order to avoid the possibility of over-treatment with EtOH–NaOH and structural damage to the microspheres, a treatment time of 2 min was selected for porous microsphere fabrication. Microsphere pore diameters were measured before and after EtOH–NaOH treatment for 2 min, as described in Section 2.5. Pore diameters were 6 ± 2 μm on average before treatment, with a maximum pore diameter of 9 μm. Following EtOH–NaOH treatment, pore diameters were 8 ± 3 μm on average, with a maximum of 15 μm.

3.2. Scaffold formation using porous PLGA microspheres

Porous microspheres were packed into a PTFE mould and incubated at 37 °C for 24 h both before and after EtOH–NaOH treatment, as described in Section 2.6. Microspheres treated with EtOH–NaOH for 2 min formed solid scaffold structures over 24 h at 37 °C, as shown in Fig. 3A. SEM images show the microspheres fusing together to create the scaffold structure (Fig. 3B, C). Microspheres that were not treated with EtOH–NaOH did not fuse together over 24 h at 37 °C (Fig. 3D). As shown in Fig. 3E and F, treatment with EtOH–NaOH for 3.5 or 5 min allowed the microspheres to fuse. However, deformation of microsphere structure and collapse of pores could be visualized in these scaffolds, particularly when microspheres were treated with EtOH–NaOH for 5 min prior to scaffold fabrication. Therefore, the treatment time of 2 min was selected to produce scaffolds for further analysis in terms of their mechanical and microstructural properties. As non-treated microspheres did not form scaffolds, resulting in loose microspheres being removed from the mould after this time, a non-treated microsphere group was not included in the further studies described herein, as these were performed on whole scaffolds.

3.3. Mechanical properties of scaffolds fabricated with porous PLGA microspheres

The compressive strength and Young’s modulus of scaffolds prepared with porous microspheres was assessed using a texture analyser, as described in Section 2.7. The microspheres were fabricated with PLGA that has a glass transition temperature (T_g) of ~50 °C. The EtOH–NaOH treated PLGA microspheres were
incubated at a range of temperatures (21 °C, 37 °C, 40 °C and 50 °C) to investigate the effect of EtOH–NaOH treatment on the particles at these temperatures. At 21 °C, the microspheres did not fuse together after the 6 h or 24 h time period, whereas at 37 °C, 40 °C and 50 °C, the particles fused into solid scaffold structures. As shown in the representative stress–strain graph for scaffolds formed over 24 h (Fig. 4A), a fracture point was not observed during compression of the scaffolds, therefore the compressive strength was measured at 20% strain to compare the strength after incubating at different temperatures for 6 h and 24 h (Fig. 4B). For both incubation times, the compressive strength values increased from 37 °C to 50 °C. Average compressive strength for scaffolds incubated for 6 h was 0.38 ± 0.03 MPa at 37 °C, 1.02 ± 0.04 MPa at 40 °C and 3.6 ± 0.7 MPa at 50 °C. The average increased after 24 h to 0.9 ± 0.1 MPa at 37 °C, 1.9 ± 0.3 MPa at 40 °C and 6.6 ± 1.2 MPa at 50 °C.

Similar results were observed for the Young’s modulus of the scaffolds from 37 °C to 50 °C, as shown in Fig. 4C, with values
increasing after 6 h incubation from 4.6 ± 1.2 MPa at 37 °C to 12.2 ± 2.2 MPa at 40 °C and 83.0 ± 9.1 MPa at 50 °C. Young’s modulus values also increased after 24 h incubation from 9.4 ± 1.2 MPa at 37 °C to 18.4 ± 1.3 MPa at 40 °C and 57.1 ± 5.1 MPa at 50 °C. Scaffolds were fabricated at 37 °C (body temperature) for further experiments, as this is the temperature that the microspheres would experience in clinical use.

3.4. Porosity and pore diameter of scaffolds fabricated with porous PLGA microspheres

Scaffolds were fabricated at body temperature (37 °C) for porosity and pore diameter analysis using µCT, performed as described in Section 2.8 to assess scaffold porosity, average pore diameter and pore diameter distribution. Reconstruction images of the
scaffolds in 3-D were created in order to visualize the scaffold microstructure, as shown in Fig. 5A. Pore diameters are represented in green, varying in intensity from dark (small pores) to light green (large pores) throughout the scaffold (Fig. 5B). The average overall porosity of the scaffolds was measured at 81.6%, with a mean pore diameter of $54 \pm 38 \mu m$ and a mean maximum pore diameter of $306 \pm 79 \mu m$ (Fig. 5C). Mean maximum pore diameter was calculated by averaging the maximum pore diameter of all the scaffolds tested.

3.5. Cell attachment and proliferation on scaffolds

The 3T3 fibroblast cells were seeded onto scaffolds, as described in Section 2.10. Cell viability was assessed 3, 6 and 9 days post-seeding, using the PrestoBlue viability assay (Fig. 6A). Viable cell numbers increased significantly over time on the scaffolds, from $1.02 \times 10^5$ cells on day 3 to $2.32 \times 10^5$ on day 6 and $4.19 \times 10^5$ on day 9. Toluidine blue staining was performed on day 7, which allowed cell attachment and spreading throughout the scaffold to be visualized (Fig. 6B). Cell attachment to individual microspheres could be observed in the higher magnification images. Attachment of the red fluorescent protein-3T3 cells throughout the scaffold and to individual microspheres could also be visualized on day 14, using fluorescent microscopy as shown in Fig. 6C. By day 21, the cells were observed covering the scaffold surface in SEM images (Fig. 6D).

4. Discussion

Injectable scaffold systems have numerous advantages for use in regenerative medicine, including their ability to be delivered via a minimally invasive procedure. Although polymer microspheres have shown promise as cell delivery systems in this area, their lack of macro-porosity and mechanical strength upon injection into the body is a serious drawback for their use in repair of tissues such as bone. One method of increasing the porosity of the delivery system is to introduce porosity into the microspheres themselves during the manufacturing process. Injectable cell delivery systems based on porous microspheres have recently been described using materials such as TCP and PLGA/HA/calcium blends [18,19]. Although such systems have proved useful as cell carriers, the microspheres do not fuse together in situ to form a scaffold that will provide macro-porosity and structural support for tissue repair. In addition, the small size of discrete microspheres can limit the ability of both the microspheres themselves and the cells they are delivering to be retained locally at the desired anatomical site following injection.

In the current study, porous PLGA microspheres were fabricated for use as an injectable scaffold material in tissue engineering applications. Non-porous PLGA microspheres of a similar size range have previously been demonstrated to be injectable through a 22G needle [12]. The use of PBS in the internal aqueous phase generated hollow microspheres with surface pores in the study described herein. The pores were further revealed through treatment with EtOH–NaOH. A treatment time of 2 min was identified as optimal for increasing porosity without compromising the structural integrity of the microspheres, as surface cracks and morphological changes occurred in microspheres treated for 3.5 and 5 min. This could be attributed to the ethanol causing the microspheres to swell, which has previously been reported with PLGA microspheres, along with collapse of surface pores by fusion of the surrounding matrix [21]. EtOH–NaOH treatment did not significantly alter microsphere average diameter ($81 \pm 26 \mu m$, $84 \pm 24 \mu m$, $81 \pm 24 \mu m$ and $82 \pm 24 \mu m$ for 0, 2, 3.5 and 5 min treatment, respectively).

The microspheres used in this study were fabricated with PLGA that has a $T_g$ of $-50 ^\circ C$, and therefore at the lower temperature of $37 ^\circ C$ the microspheres would be expected to remain solid and not become cohesive. However, EtOH–NaOH-treated microspheres were able to fuse together at $37 ^\circ C$, unlike non-treated microspheres, indicating that polymer chains at the surface were above their $T_g$ and able to interact with neighbouring particles. A possible explanation for this behaviour is a selective lowering of polymer
molecular weight at the surface of EtOH–NaOH-treated microspheres as a result of hydrolysis. Measurement of bulk $T_g$ by differential scanning calorimetry and rheology did not detect any difference in $T_g$ in microspheres irrespective of treatment and, therefore, any reduction in $T_g$ must be restricted to the surface of the microspheres. Microsphere fusing at four different temperatures (21 °C, 37 °C, 40 °C and 50 °C) was used as an indirect assessment of changes in surface $T_g$. Microspheres did not sinter into solid scaffold structures at 21 °C, as they had not reached their $T_g$, but microspheres sintered into scaffold structures at 37 °C, 40 °C and 50 °C. Although scaffolds do form at 37 °C, they possess lower compressive strength on average (0.9 ± 0.1 MPa after 24 h) compared with scaffolds sintered at 40 °C (1.9 ± 0.3 MPa) and 50 °C (6.6 ± 1.2 MPa). The increase in compressive strength and

Fig. 6. Cell attachment and proliferation on scaffolds. (A) Number of viable 3T3 fibroblast cells measured by the PrestoBlue metabolic activity on day 3, 6 and 9 post-seeding. (B) Bright-field microscopy images of toluidine blue stained cell-seeded scaffolds 7 days post-seeding. (C) Fluorescence microscopy images of red fluorescent 3T3 fibroblast cells 14 days post seeding. (D) SEM micrographs of cell-seeded scaffolds 21 days post-seeding.
stiffness of the scaffolds as the sintering temperature was raised indicated that the microspheres were able to fuse together more as the temperature was raised closer to the PLGA glass transition temperature (50 °C).

Overall porosity level and pore diameter range are critical properties of a biomaterial scaffold. They play a vital role in tissue formation, as they allow migration and proliferation of cells into the scaffold structure as well as supporting vascularization [26]. Higher levels of porosity have been reported to enhance bone ingrowth in vivo [27]. In addition, a porous surface improves mechanical interlocking between the implant biomaterial and the surrounding tissue, providing greater mechanical stability at this critical interface [28]. Scaffolds for tissue repair ideally require both micro-porosity (pore diameters of <20 μm) and macro-porosity (pore diameters of >100 μm) [9]. The injectable scaffolds described herein possess a mean pore diameter of 54 ± 38 μm. Many injectable scaffolds are hydrogel-based and therefore often lack the micro- and macro-porosity optimal for cell migration and proliferation. Solid scaffolds can be engineered with varying levels of porosity, but these are usually preformed and therefore must be implanted. For example, implantable porous scaffolds developed from PLGA microspheres can be fabricated at 49 °C, with porosity levels ranging from 66 to 74% [29]. PLGA has been used in an injectable format when dissolved in a solvent such as tetraglycol, and injectable scaffolds of 72% average porosity have been created using such a system [17]. However, in addition to the solvent leaching out from the formulation in situ, the scaffolds displayed a relatively low average compressive strength of 0.1 MPa [17].

A delicate balance is required in terms of mechanical properties and porosity in scaffold systems, as increasing the porosity of a scaffold commonly results in a subsequent decrease in compressive strength. For example, porous PLGA scaffolds have been developed with relatively high compressive strength compared with the present system, such as scaffolds prepared from PLGA–TiO₂ microspheres, which displayed average compressive strength values of 4.8 MPa [30]. However, such scaffolds displayed comparatively lower porosity ranging from 30 to 40%. The present authors previously reported the fabrication of scaffolds for bone regeneration using non-porous PLGA/poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG) microparticles that can be either implanted or injected and solidify at 37 °C. Although they display higher compressive strength and Young’s modulus values than the system described herein (2 MPa and 40 MPa, respectively, after 2 h at 37 °C), the scaffolds produced using this formulation had lower overall porosity with an average of ~40% [31]. It is clear that attaining a suitable balance between porosity and strength in an injectable scaffold formulation is a considerable challenge.

In addition to possessing suitable physical properties to support tissue regeneration, scaffolds must also be capable of facilitating cell delivery. In this regard, cell adhesion to the biomaterial is crucial for cell survival, proliferation and eventual differentiation into a specific cell type. Although PLGA has been extensively investigated in tissue engineering scaffolds, this material does have some drawbacks with regard to cell adhesion caused by its high hydrophobicity. In order to improve cell attachment, researchers have employed methods of modifying the surface of the PLGA, such as pre-coating PLGA microspheres with the adhesion molecules of RGD peptide, or treating microspheres with plasma polymerized allylamine [12,13,32]. In the current study, PLGA microspheres were not directly treated to enhance cell attachment, but they were treated with EIOH–NaOH to increase surface porosity. As described in Section 2.5, the 3T3 fibroblast cell suspension was mixed with microspheres using a spatula, and the resulting paste was packed into a mould, which was transferred to a sealed humidified chamber containing DMEM at 37 °C. After 24 h, scaffolds were removed from mould, transferred into 12-well cell culture plates with fresh medium and incubated at 37 °C. The ability of the cells to attach to and proliferate on the microspheres within the scaffolds following the fabrication process was assessed. Viable cell number increased over time in culture from 1 × 10⁵ cells per scaffold on day 3 to 4 × 10⁶ on day 9, demonstrating proliferation of the 3T3 cells over the 9-day time period. Cell attachment was visualized on the scaffolds using toluidine staining and fluorescence microscopy, with cells appearing to attach well to the microspheres within the scaffolds and to spread over the scaffold structure. An increase in the number of attached cells was observed over time in culture, culminating with a monolayer of cells covering the particles by day 21. NIH-3T3 fibroblasts have previously been shown to attach and proliferate on injectable porous PLGA microspheres 353 μm in size, with surface pores up to 20 μm, fabricated using ammonium bicarbonate as a porogen, but these microspheres did not form scaffolds in situ [33]. Future work will investigate the ability of the injectable scaffold system described in this study to deliver viable cells and regenerate tissue in vivo.

5. Conclusion

In this study, hollow, porous PLGA microspheres were developed, which fuse together at 37 °C to form highly porous scaffold structures in situ that support cell attachment and proliferation. To the best of the present authors’ knowledge, this is the first demonstration of the use of porous PLGA microspheres that physically fuse together without the use of solvents at body temperature as an injectable scaffold system. This technology is a promising minimally invasive approach formation of porous biodegradable scaffolds in situ for tissue repair applications.
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